Circle the correct answer.

1. Computer memory is divided into and addressable as equal sized cells of size:
   A. 1 byte
   B. 3 bytes
   C. 5 bytes
   D. 6 bytes

2. Which of the following HTML escape character sequences displays a space?
   A. <sp>
   B. &space;
   C. \sp
   D. &nbsp;

3. Which of the following is an invalid JavaScript identifier/variable name:
   A. W8_4_Me
   B. TwoBRNot2B
   C. ShowMeThe$
   D. FstAndTen

4. In JavaScript, the keyword to declare a variable is:
   A. def
   B. var
   C. dec
   D. key

5. Which of the following is not a table tag?
   A. <tbl>
   B. <tr>
   C. <td>
   D. <th>

6. The instruction cycle is:
   A. Instruction Fetch -> Instruction Decode -> Operand/Data Fetch -> Execute -> Store Result
   B. Instruction Fetch -> Operand/Data Fetch -> Instruction Decode -> Execute -> Store Result
   C. Instruction Fetch -> Instruction Decode -> Execute -> Operand/Data Fetch -> Store Result
   D. Instruction Fetch -> Operand/Data Fetch -> Instruction Decode -> Store Result -> Execute

(Over)
7. Which of the following is the correct form to specify a range of cells in a spreadsheet like Excel:
   A. C3:E8
   B. K9-N11
   C. 2B:5F
   D. G4>J9

8. Which of the following is the correct form to specify relative row 4 and absolute column F:
   A. F$4
   B. 4@F
   C. SF4
   D. @4F

9. Discrete data such as a CD (Compact Disc) is an example of:
   A. ASCII
   B. Analog
   C. Unicode
   D. Digital

Fill in the blanks.

10. ___________________ is the term commonly used to refer to values represented in base 2.

11. Spreadsheet formulas start with ____________.

12. Bit is short for ____________________.

13. There are _____ bits in a byte.

14. In computer jargon, the exclamation point ( ! ) is often called _________________.

15. A free PC Anti-Virus package I discussed in class and have in the Useful Links page is _____________